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EUROPEAN MOVEMENT IRELAND SPOTLIGHT

Have you got half an hour? Speaking
personally, gaining a greater insight into
how the European Union institutions
work. For me, the opportunity to visit
Brussels and engage with key
stakeholders was a very important part
of the learning and engagement
process for me and that proved quite
beneficial. 

In the context of EMI, looking back, the
recognition that European Movement
Ireland has achieved, both in Ireland and
abroad, in its role in communicating
Ireland’s place in the EU. Seeing over
100 stagiaires pass through in my time
as Chairperson and progress their own
careers in business and academia has
been another highlight for me. 

Working with board
members who
share the same
passion for
demystifying the
European project. 
It was good to find
people that had
similar views about 

   In our second EMI Spotlight, Maurice Pratt reflects on his time as

Chair of the board of European Movement Ireland. 
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What have been the highlights of your

time as Chair of the board European

Movement Ireland? 

How important is Ireland’s EU

membership for Irish business and

the economy more generally? 

how important Europe is to Ireland
and to our future and to the world. 

Another thing that stands out to me
would be the huge success of the
Blue Star Programme, bringing the
whole concept of Europe into the
class-room and into the
consciousness of the next generation
of leaders. To me, that's one of the
most critical contributions that EM
Ireland has made. 

Just the Facts stands out for me as
well. Particularly around the time of
referenda, the fact that EM Ireland
took no sides. We just focused on
making sure that if anybody was
misstating facts that they were
clarified. We left it up to citizens to
make up their own minds based on
the facts and not mistruths. That has
been very important.
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It's been crucial and that was an
important part of why I wanted to get
involved in EM Ireland. The European
Union is a trading block of 440 million
people now, minus the United
Kingdom. We have a common
currency; we have free movement of
goods and people, it's our most
natural export market. Being in the
EU and being English-speaking has
been very important to the
development of foreign direct
investment into Ireland, which will
continue post-Brexit. 



EUROPEAN MOVEMENT IRELAND SPOTLIGHT
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I don’t want to comment on Britain
and its sovereignty and the decisions  
that it made for itself, other than
express the huge disappointment I
felt when they decided to leave the
EU. What I reflect on more generally
is the danger of populism and how
mistruths can become facts and
decision-making points for
electorates. 

Reflecting on what happened in the

UK with Brexit, what are the arising

lessons or insights that we need to

reflect on in Ireland? 

I think we have seen the importance
of the EU to us in the difficult
negotiations, both pre- and post-
Brexit. It's been illuminating having a
‘big’ friend at our side, when
otherwise it would have been large
versus small, and all the important
considerations for Ireland may not
actually have been negotiated as
thoroughly as they were. 

To me, if nothing else, that’s been a
great positive for the Union itself and
particularly for the smaller Member
States to recognise that the Union did
stand by us and will continue to do
so. 

The other thing that strikes me is how
important communicating directly to
people is, especially if our place in
Europe is ever challenged. It highlights
the importance of people knowing
what the facts are. 

If you look back, the Border-Midlands-
West region in Ireland was
significantly enhanced by the EU’s
structural funds investments over 20
years ago; we benefited hugely as a
'net taker’ of funds, and as the
economy has developed and we’ve
become a wealthier country, we are a
net contributor to the Union, because
that’s what being part of the Union
was always supposed to be. To me,
that’s a measure of success. 

We need more rapid deployment of
the EU recovery fund. I accept that
some of the delay has to do with
Member States having to pass various
regulations in their own countries, but
the faster that gets drawn down and
invested the faster Europe, as a bloc,
can recover. 

In parallel with that, the EU made a big
decision to abandon any thoughts of
austerity measures because of Covid,
and instead said that what economies
and countries need to do is to support
economic and social recovery
through investment rather than
through austerity. Those two things
will be crucial to the economic
recovery and stability of the Union
post-Covid - whenever that will be.

What changes are necessary at EU

level to support economic and

societal recovery following the

Covid-19 pandemic? 



EUROPEAN MOVEMENT IRELAND SPOTLIGHT

THE ANNUAL EMI 'IRELAND AND THE EU' POLL

Organisations like European Movement
Ireland are needed now more than ever.
One of the things that’s been a standout
for me is that we always, as an
organisation, avoided politics. We’re not
political, we’re societal, we’re civic. We’ve
always looked to focus discussion and
debate on the challenges and been
prepared to call out issues where
improvement is needed.

The European Union is by no means
perfect, it’s a work in progress. We have
to remember it was the formation of the
Union that really, post the Second World
War, helped cement and deliver peace
and growth in Europe. 

 Many thanks to Maurice for his time.
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What are your reflections on the

role of civil society organisations

such as European Movement

Ireland in maintaining and building

the Irish – EU relationship? 

That isn't necessarily understood by
more recent generations, but it's
certainly understood by older ones.

Ireland has benefitted greatly, but it
has contributed very well too and will
have to do more in the future in the
context of being one of the only
English-speaking nations, alongside
Malta, in the EU. 

In parallel, we’ll have to use our
experience as well to rebuild our
relationship, in a different way, with
the United Kingdom. That’s a task
that’s only starting now unfortunately,
but that’s life.

Since 2013, European Movement

Ireland has commissioned RED C

Research to conduct a poll of the

opinions of people across Ireland

about Europe and the EU. As in

previous years the poll features key

insights into Ireland’s relationship

with the EU.

The annual European Movement
Ireland ‘Ireland and the EU’ Poll this
year found that support for Ireland
remaining a member of the EU
remains positive at 84% but just 45%
of those polled expressed confidence
in the EU’s Vaccines Strategy. 

Ireland should remain a 

member of the EU



THE ANNUAL EMI 'IRELAND AND THE EU' POLL

Commenting on the findings, Noelle O
Connell, CEO of European Movement
Ireland said “all of these issues will be
central to discussions at the upcoming
Conference on the Future of Europe
which will be officially launched on 9
May 2021. Just over half of
respondents believe now is the right
time to hold the Conference even if it
results in a referendum in Ireland.
However, 20% had no opinion on this
issue which is likely to become more
high-profile in the months ahead,
particularly if there is a focus on treaty
change.”

Watch our video of the findings.
Access the all poll’s findings here.
Watch the online event analysing
the findings here.

Nearly four months since the
finalisation of the EU-UK Trade and
Cooperation Agreement, less than a
third of respondents (32%) believe
there will be a united Ireland in the EU
in the next 10 years, the same figure as
polled in 2020.

A similar question was asked in recent
years, with 44% agreeing that a united
Ireland would be more likely in the
wake of Brexit and 50% in 2019. 

The poll also found that over two thirds
(71%) of people believe the EU should
do more to regulate digital media
platforms, while just over one third
(34%) believe the EU is doing enough
to combat climate change. 

Just over 29% supported more political
and economic integration even if
Member States were to lose control
over economic policy, such as tax. 

After a year of intense scrutiny on
healthcare and policy, both at a national
and European level, 35% of respondents
favoured the EU having more control
over healthcare policy, even if some
control is lost at a national level.
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Now is the time to hold a

Conference on the Future of Europe

to reform the EU, even if it results in

a referendum in Ireland

I have confidence in the EU’s

Covid-19 Vaccines Strategy

With regard to the future of the EU,
53% of people agreed that the EU is
moving in the right direction and a
similar number of people, 52% agree
that now is the time to hold a
Conference on the Future of Europe to
reform the EU, even if this would result
in a referendum in Ireland.

https://youtu.be/sQyLmiPxUFI
http://bit.ly/EMIIrelandandtheEUPoll
https://bit.ly/EMIREDC2021Event


EMI ONLINE EVENTS

Minister for Finance and President of the
Eurogroup, Paschal Donohue, spoke to
CEO, Noelle O Connell and Chair of the
board of EM Ireland, Maurice Pratt, about
the post-pandemic recovery and future
EU economic integration. You can
rewatch the event here.

European Movement Ireland celebrated
International Women’s Day 2021 with
an online event for EM Ireland
members. Vice Chair of the board of EM
Ireland, Jillian van Turnhout hosted the
online conversation with Mary Lou Mc
Donald TD, Uachtarán Shinn Féin
alongside CEO, Noelle O Connell. You
can watch the  event here.

In Conversation with Mary Lou

McDonald TD

In Conversation with Eurogroup

President, Paschal Donohoe TD

In the first of a three-part series with the
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, EM Ireland
CEO, Noelle O Connell spoke with
Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise,
Trade and Employment, Leo Varadkar
TD, Member of the Bundestag and
Vice-President of the CDU/CSU
parliamentary group, Dr. Katja Leikert
and Former Minister for the Cabinet
Office, Rt Hon Sir David Lidington KCB
CBE.

Two Islands – One Future, Ireland,

the UK and the EU 
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This distinguished panel of guests
discussed the Ireland–UK–EU
relationship in the post-Brexit world. 
 You can rewatch the event here.

      "Ireland remains deeply

grateful for the solidarity of

our EU neighbours and

Chancellor Merkel including

Germany... throughout the

Brexit negotiating period".

   - Tánaiste Leo Varadkar TD

https://bit.ly/EMIPlayer
https://bit.ly/EMIPlayer
https://bit.ly/EMIPlayer


ONLINE EVENTS

SEE HERE FOR ALL UPCOMING EVENTS
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The EU and Human Rights with EU

Special Representative for Human

Rights, Eamon Gilmore

'Ireland and the EU' Poll 2021: The

Analysis

EM Ireland hosted a live online
launch of the results of our annual
‘Ireland and the EU' Poll 2021
conducted with RED C Research. 

The event included a discussion with
CEO, Noelle O Connell and Associate
Professor in Political Economy at
Manchester Metropolitan University
and Deputy Director of the
Manchester Jean Monnet Centre of
Excellence, Dr. Kathryn Simpson,
moderated by Euronews Europe
Correspondent, Shona Murray. You
can rewatch the event here.
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The European Commission
Representation in Ireland, in co-
operation with EM Ireland, hosted this
online event. 

Eamon Gilmore discussed his role as
the EU’s Special Representative for
Human Rights and the EU’s role in the
protection of human rights with Andy
Klom, Acting Head of the European
Commission Representation in Ireland,
who moderated the event. You can
rewatch the event here. 

https://bit.ly/EMIEvents
https://bit.ly/EMIPlayerhttps:/bit.ly/EMIEvents
https://bit.ly/EMIPlayer


JUST THE CHATS

LISTEN BACK  TO ALL OUR PODCAST EPISODES HERE

Clár speisialta é seo de Just the Chats
mar cheiliúradh ar Sheachtain na
Gaeilge 2021. Shuigh ár gCeanasaí
Cumarsáide agus Oideachais, Lisa Nic
an Bhreithimh síos le painéal aíonna,
atá nó a bhíodh ag obair leis na
hInstitiúidí, i mbun cainte faoin Aontas
Eorpach agus an Ghaeilge. 

Ar an bpainéal bhí Seán Ó Neachtain,
IarFheisire Parlaimint na hEorpa ar
foilsíodh leabhar leis le déanaí dár
teideal Ón Spidéal go Strasbourg; Julie
O’Farrell, Dlítheangeolaí le Cúirt
Bhreithiúnais an Aontais Eorpaigh;
Aisling Ní Chatháin, Ateangaire sa
Choimisiún Eorpach, Úna O’Connor,
Ceann Aonaid Gníomhach i Seirbhís
Aistriúcháin Ardrúnaíocht na
Comhairle agus Jim Maher,
Comhairleoir Cumarsáide Digití le
Parlaimint na hEorpa. 

Episode 22: Stair, an t-am i

láthair agus todhchaí na Gaeilge

san Eoraip 
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Episode 23: 1 Year On: Team EMI

on living and working in times of

COVID 

For the past 12 months, the European
Movement Ireland team have been
working remotely, having to adapt to the
various challenges posed by the COVID-
19 pandemic. In this special episode of
‘Just the Chats’, our team reflects on their
final days in the office in March 2020, and
changes for the organisation in its digital
outputs, communications and policy
publications throughout the year.
 
The discussion was hosted by EM Ireland
Digital Communications Manager, Ryan
Levis, in conversation with CEO, Noelle O
Connell; Deputy CEO, Stephen O’Shea;
Head of Communications and Education,
Lisa Nic An Bhreithimh; and Policy and
Research Officer, Ciarán O’Driscoll.
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https://bit.ly/EMIPlayer
https://bit.ly/EMIPlayer
https://bit.ly/EMIPlayer
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PRESS RELEASES

President of Eurogroup and Minister for Finance, Paschal Donohoe TD

highlights importance of new recovery and resilience tools to safeguard

Europe’s future.

Tánaiste Leo Varadkar TD highlights solidarity of Germany and other

EU neighbours throughout Brexit negotiations at EMI-KAS event.

Eamon Gilmore: “The Covid-19 pandemic has magnified every existing

inequality in our society”.

2021 ‘Ireland and the EU’ Poll finds that 45% of people in Ireland have

confidence in the EU’s Vaccines Strategy while a stable 84% continue to

support Ireland’s membership of the EU. 

EMI ANALYSIS

      Brexit Bites: Health, Travel,
Energy, Education

The Dutch General Election 

        Disinformation and the EU

The Bulgarian General Election

https://bit.ly/EMIPR29Mar21
https://bit.ly/EMIPR15Apr21
https://bit.ly/EMIPR16Apr21
https://bit.ly/EMIRedC2021PressRelease
https://bit.ly/EMIRedC2021PressRelease
https://bit.ly/EMIBBHealthcare
https://bit.ly/EMIBBTravel
https://bit.ly/EMIBBEnergy
https://bit.ly/EMIBBEducation
https://bit.ly/EMIJTF19Feb21
https://bit.ly/EMIJTF15Mar21
https://bit.ly/EMIJTF12Apr21


EMI IN THE NEWS
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Remarks by Tánaiste. Leo Varadkar TD
at EM Ireland’s event with the Konrad-
Adenauer-Stiftung were covered in
Politico, the Independent and the
Examiner.

EM Ireland’s event with Minister for
Finance and President of the
Eurogroup, Paschal Donohue TD was
featured in the Irish TImes and the
Independent. 

The European Commission
Representation in Ireland and EM
Ireland’s collaborative event with the
EU’s Special Representative for Human
Rights, Eamon Gilmore was featured in
the Examiner.  

CEO, Noelle O Connell and Head of
Communications at Eurofound, Mary
McCaughey were the judges for the
European Commission Representation
in Ireland’s Model Council debate this
year. The winning students were from St
Joseph’s Secondary School in Tulla, Co.
Clare and their win was covered in The
Clare Herald, among several other local
publications.  

https://www.politico.eu/article/leo-varadkar-ireland-brexit-europe-united-kingdom-ally/
https://www.independent.ie/videos/leo-varadkar-we-understand-protestant-unionist-and-loyalist-concerns-over-ni-protocol-40317818.html
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-40266851.html
https://www.irishtimes.com/business/economy/demand-to-rebound-as-covid-curbs-ease-says-paschal-donohoe-1.4522924
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/news/pandemic-supports-must-continue-after-coronavirus-crisis-eases-paschal-donohoe-insists-40252071.html
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-40268117.html
http://clareherald.com/2021/04/clare-school-wins-model-council-eu-debate-19842/


IN THE NEWS: EMI 'IRELAND AND THE EU' POLL 2021

READ THE FINDINGS OF THE EMI 'IRELAND AND 

THE EU' POLL 2021 HERE

The results of European Movement
Ireland’s ‘Ireland and the EU’ poll 2021
were covered across Irish and
European media. The highlights of this
coverage included articles by:
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Dr Kathryn Simpson of Manchester
Metropolitan University, who joined
EM Ireland for the live launch of the
poll results, further discussed her
thoughts in a blog for the Irish
Association of Contemporary
European Studies.
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Naomi O'Leary for The Irish Times

Tony Connelly for RTÉ

John Downing for the Independent

Nicole Glennon for the Examiner

Commissioner Mairead McGuinness
discussed the poll findings on RTÉ’s
Morning Ireland and Senator Alice Mary
Higgins spoke on Newstalk about the
poll findings on the topic of defence.

Má tá aon duine le Gaeilge ag iarraidh
tuilleadh a chloisteáil faoin
bpobalbhreith as Gaeilge, labhair ár
gCeanasaí Cumarsáide Lisa faoi na
torthaí ar RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta agus
ar Raidió na Life.

EM Ireland's Deputy CEO, Stepen
O’Shea spoke about the poll results
on EC Radio. 

Rory Montgomery, former senior Irish
diplomat and EM Ireland Board
Member, spoke to Colm Ó Mongáin
and Tony Connelly on RTÉ's podcast
Brexit Republic. about his memories of
the Brexit negotiations. Noelle joined
them to discuss the findings of
European Movement Ireland's 'Ireland
and the EU' poll.

https://bit.ly/EMIREDC2021Event
https://bit.ly/EMIREDC2021Event
https://bit.ly/EMIREDC2021Event
https://www.iaces.ie/post/support-for-the-european-union-in-ireland-remains-high-but-there-s-no-room-for-complacency
http://bit.ly/EMINews21AprG
http://bit.ly/EMINews21AprA
http://bit.ly/EMINews21AprD
http://bit.ly/EMINews21AprE
http://bit.ly/EMINews22Apr
https://bit.ly/EMINews21AprF
http://bit.ly/EMINews21AprC
https://soundcloud.com/rnl/agallamh-lisa-nic-an-bhreithimh-pobalbhreith-ghluaiseacht-na-heorpa-in-eirinn
http://bit.ly/EMINews21AprB
https://www.rte.ie/news/brexit/2021/0423/1211734-podcast-brexit-republic-montgomerys-brexit-memories/


ENGAGEMENT

Noelle spoke about jobs for Irish people
in the EU and her own career journey
on the recently launched UCD politics
podcast Brussels Insider.

In March, EM Ireland launched a new
programme called NasCSO. Nasc is the
Irish word for connection. NasCSO
seeks to build a greater connection
between civil society organisations
(CSOs) in Ireland and the European
Parliament, through online resources
and networks, and at a series of
thematic roundtable meetings of CSOs
in a variety of sectors and regions of
Ireland with European Parliament
representatives. 

EM Ireland CEO, Noelle O Connell took
part in a number of key events and
discussions over the last two months. 
   
She moderated a discussion on the
subject of maxmising trade flows
between Belgium and Ireland in the new
EU, organised by Enterprise Ireland
Benelux, Flanders Investment and Trade,
the Embassy of Ireland in Belgium and
the Embassy of Belgium in Ireland, with
the support of the Belgian Luxembourg
Chamber of Commerce in Ireland.

Policy and Research Officer, Ciarán
O’Driscoll went live on Instagram with
MEP Maria Walsh as a guest on her
series 'Reintroducing the Art of
Conversation'.
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You can find more
information about
the programme or
how to join a
meeting here. 

They discussed
the Conference
on the Future
of Europe, EM
Ireland's 'Ireland
and the EU'
RED C Poll and
networking in
the Brussels
bubble. You
can watch their
chat here. 

The Conference on the Future of
Europe was also the topic of discussion
at the Brussels-based European Policy
Centre and GLOBSEC event on
Member States’ national perspectives
toward the Conference of the Future of
Europe, at which Noelle was a guest
speaker.

Noelle addressed the 3,000 registered
attendees at European Movement UK’s
2021 Conference titled ‘Building bridges,
not barriers’ and a European Movement
in Scotland and European Movement
International webinar on the Conference
on the Future of Europe.

https://t.co/3JGqrrWkf1?amp=1
https://bit.ly/NasCSOEMI
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNCiu5cnmEe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


EDUCATION AND YOUTH

As part of EMI’s Graduate Jobs in
Europe Campaign, we produce 'The
Green Book: An Irish Trainee’s Guide to
Living and Working in Brussels (& other
nice European cities)', a handbook of
advice for Irish graduates hoping to
work in the EU. The 2021 edition of the
Green Book was launched in April with
new contributions from European
Commissioner, Mairead McGuinness
and Minister of State for European
Affairs, Thomas Byrne. You can
download the Green Book here.  

Noelle hosted a discussion with
economist, journalist and College of
Europe alumnus David McWilliams for
the Irish students of Mário Soares
Promotion at the College of Europe. 

The Blue Star Programme launched a
brand new learning initiative for primary
school students: the 4 Element Quizzes.
The quizzes are being launched on a
weekly basis and are available in both
English and Irish.  You can find further
information about these quizzes here.
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Over the past two months, EM Ireland
staff gave several presentations to Irish
university students on the work of EM
Ireland and the importance of Irish
representation in the EU, including
students at University College Dublin,
University of Limerick and Waterford
Institute of Technoology.  
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http://bit.ly/EMIGradJobsEurope
https://bit.ly/BSPQuizzes


+353 1 662 5815 (phone)

info@europeanmovement.ie (email)

www.europeanmovement.ie (web)

8 Lower Fitzwilliam Street

Dublin 2

D02 W426

Our next newsletter will reach your inbox in June.

Until then, keep in touch via the details below!

https://www.facebook.com/emireland
http://linkd.in/1avUkpo
http://bit.ly/EMIInstagram
http://bit.ly/EMIYouTube
http://bit.ly/EMIJustTheChatsSpotify
http://bit.ly/EMITwitter

